
Otter Tail County Drainage Authority 
County Ditch 30 

Benefit Redetermination Hearing 
Otter Tail County Government Services Center – 520 Fir Ave W., Fergus Falls, MN  56537 

Monday, June 20, 2016 
 

The Otter Tail County Board of Commissioners convened as the Otter Tail County Drainage Authority 
at 7:00 p.m. on Monday, June 20, 2016 at the Otter Tail County Government Services Center in Fergus 
Falls, MN for the purpose of discussing and considering the preliminary Ditch Viewers’ Report of 
Benefits and to receive comments and questions from the benefited property owners within the drainage 
area regarding the benefits as re-determined for County Ditch 30. 
 
Lee Rogness, Chair, called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. and welcomed the following benefited 
property owners who were in attendance and who had also signed the attendance sheets: 
 
Gary Bothun Doug Hansen Diann Stevens  
Jack Stevens Don Vodegel 
 
Kevin Fellbaum, Otter Tail County Ditch Inspector, stated that the order for tonight’s public hearing 
would be as follows: 
 

1. Comments from Leland R. Rogness, Chair- Otter Tail County Drainage Authority. 
2. Introductions. 
3. Review of ditch proceeding and drainage related statutes. 
4. Reasons for the public hearing. 
5. Review of the history of County Ditch 30. 
6. Reviewing maps of the benefited area prior to and after the redetermination of benefits. 
7. An educational background on the process of ditch viewing. 
8. How to read the ditch viewer’s report. 
9. Redetermination of Benefits discussion. 
10. General summary of the presentation and an email received prior to the public hearing. 
11. An opportunity for comments and questions from the benefited property owners who were in 

attendance. 
 
Lee R. Rogness, Chair, requested during the public comments and questions section of the public 
hearing that individuals desiring to speak follow these general principles: 
 

1. State your first and last name for the record. 
2. Speak as loud and clear as possible so that all those in attendance can hear your comments and/or 

questions. 
3. Address your comments and/or questions to the board. 
4. Limit your comments and/or questions to two minutes so that all those in attendance have an 

opportunity to speak. 
5. Be respectful of the comments and questions shared by others whose opinion may differ from 

yours. 
6. Once everyone in attendance that desires to speak has had an opportunity to speak you may 

address the board again with additional comments and/or questions. 
 
Mr. Rogness acknowledged with the limited numbers in attendance that everyone will have more than 
adequate time to fully address the board with their comments and questions. 
 
 



The following individuals were in attendance and represented the County Drainage Authority, County:   
 
Doug Huebsch – First District Commissioner 
Wayne Johnson – Second District Commissioner 
John Lindquist - Third District Commissioner 
Roger Froemming – Fourth District Commissioner 
Lee Rogness – Chair - Fifth District Commissioner 
Ditch Viewers – Richard Bergquist, George Palmer and Dennis Tigges 
David Hauser – County Attorney 
Rick West – Public Works Director/Highway Engineer 
Kevin Fellbaum – County Ditch Inspector 
Wayne Stein – Secretary - County Auditor-Treasurer 
 
At this time, Kevin Fellbaum, County Ditch Inspector, proceeded with his County Ditch 30 presentation.  
Mr. Fellbaum’s presentation is detailed in the attached document, which has been incorporated as an 
official part of the minutes.  Mr. Fellbaum’s PowerPoint presentation will also be posted to the County’s 
official website. 
 
At the conclusion of Mr. Fellbaum’s presentation, he noted one written correspondence that had been 
received prior to this evening scheduled public hearing from Mr. Don Vodegel.  Mr. Don Vodegel noted 
easements that impact his property, and wanted to make sure the ditch viewers were aware of those 
easements and requested an opportunity to meet on site with the viewers.    
 
Mr. Fellbaum also noted that any benefited property owners that would like to meet with the ditch 
viewers to discuss the benefits as assigned to their property should contact him by 4:30 p.m. on Friday, 
June 24th, 2016. 
 
Mr. David Hauser, County Attorney, noted that Mr. Fellbaum’s presentation covered the issues very 
well and that he would be available to assist with questions from the public.  
 
The public hearing was opened to the public for comments and/or questions with the following 
individuals addressing the Drainage Authority: 
 
Gary Bothun Doug Hansen Diann Stevens  
Don Vodegel 
 
The following is the secretary’s summary of the public input shared by those individuals that choose to 
address the Board at the public hearing: 
 

1. An individual asked if the ditch viewers met with the property owners during the ditch viewing 
process.  It was noted that the ditch viewers did complete on-site visits to the properties within 
the benefited area, but did not specifically meet with property owners.  Typically, the ditch 
viewers meet with property owners that have questions and concerns once their report is 
completed and the redetermination hearing has been held.  
 

2. An individual questioned if any major work was being planned for this ditch.  It was noted that 
no major work is currently being planned. 

 
3. Cost incurred to-date, the maintenance fund, future assessments and the billing process were 

discussed.  It was noted that there will be an assessment to recover the costs associated with the 
redetermination process and there will be future assessment to build a maintenance fund for 
future repairs that might be necessary.   



 
4. It was noted that the drainage authority desires to build a $50,000 maintenance fund for each 

ditch system. 
 
5. The reports available on the County’s web site were briefly noted.  It was also noted that 

property owners can request a printed copy of the report if they do not have internet access or 
can review the report after the public hearing. 

 
6. An individual questioned who pays for the costs associated with the redetermination of 

benefits.  It was noted that the properties that benefit from the ditch are responsible for the 
costs associated with the redetermination and with any future repair costs. 

 
Mr. Fellbaum remind those in attendance that if they or their neighbors would like to meet with the 
ditch viewers for a detailed explanation of the benefits as assigned to their property that they should 
make sure they contact him no later than 4:30 p.m. on Friday, June 24th. 
 

Hearing no other public comments and/or questions, Lee Rogness, Chair declared the public hearing for 
the redetermination of benefits for Otter Tail County Ditch 30 recessed until 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday, 
July 25th, 2016. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Wayne Stein 
Wayne Stein – Secretary - County Auditor/Treasurer 
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BENEFIT 
RE-DETERMINATION 

HEARING: COUNTY DITCH 
#30

PRESENTED: BY OTTER TAIL COUNTY DITCH INSPECTOR

KEVIN FELLBAUM JUNE/20/2016  
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RE-DETERMINATION 
PRESENTATION

•Drainage Authority Chair Comments

•Introductions

•Ditch Proceedings

•Reason for Hearing

•History

•Background on Ditch Viewing

•Viewer’s Report

•Recap

•Questions and Comments
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DRAINAGE AUTHORITY 
CHAIR COMMENTS

*Use microphone when you speak, Please speak Loud and 
Clear

*Please state your first and last name

*Be respectful to others

*2 minute time limit per opportunity to speak

*One opportunity to speak until all others have had 

a chance to speak
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INTRODUCTIONS

County Staff and Ditch Viewers
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DITCH PROCEEDINGS
*County Ditches are owned by all Benefitted Property Owners within that 
given Ditch System

*County Ditches are controlled by the Drainage Authority (County Board) 

*County Ditches are inspected by the County Ditch Inspector (who reports 
information and issues of the Ditches to the Drainage Authority)

*Right of Entry: According to MN Statute 103E.061- the engineer, the 
engineer’s assistants, the viewers, and viewer’s assistants may enter any 
property to make a survey, locate a drain, examine the property, or estimate 
damages and benefits.

*Ditch Viewers are appointed by the Drainage Authority to view and report 
how and which properties are affected by the in place Ditch System

*Any costs associated with the Ditch system are the responsibility of All the 
Benefitted Property Owners. 

* Buffer Strips: According to MN Statute 103E.021- A 16.5 foot permanent 
strip of perennial vegetation approved by the drainage authority be 
established on each side of the ditch.
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DITCH PROCEEDINGS
*According to MN Statute 103E.735 Maintenance funds are to be 
established on County Ditches so that Maintenance activities can take place 
when they are needed. Maintenance funds can be built up to a value of 
$100,000 or 20% of the total valuation of the assessed benefitted area, 
whichever is the greater amount. 

*Otter Tail County is currently working with the County wide plan of only 
needing to build the Maintenance Fund to a valuation of $50,000. 

*Once the fund is built to that $50,000 bench mark over several years, the 
yearly Maintenance assessments will stop if no repair work is being done. If 
repair work is being done and the fund falls below that benchmark, the 
Maintenance assessment will resume to bring the fund back up to that mark.
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REASON FOR HEARING

A Re-Determination of Benefits has been completed, this Re-determination shows what 
properties and how those properties are benefitted by having a County Ditch in place

Discussion on why and how certain properties are viewed differently(Opportunity to ask 
Viewers how they viewed properties)

Land owners may request that Ditch Viewers review their property if they feel their 
property was wrongly valued and have sufficient reasoning for this review (This is the 
only time that these Benefit percentages can be changed until the next time a Re-
determination is done)

At the end of the meeting I will collect all properties that are requesting a review of their 
benefits

- Name, Address, Phone number, Parcel ID #

Maintenance Assessments are based off of the percentages derived in the Viewer’s 
Report (You need to know your %)
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HISTORY
Ditch #30

Established:  September 2, 1907

Original Cost: ????? Original Benefit:  $4,550.00

Purpose: In that large tracts of land would there by be made productive and 
suitable for cultivation and large quantities of stagnant water would thereby be 
removed which are inimical to public health.

(From Original Petition for Ditch- July 11, 1906 ) 

Events: As part of County Ditch 70 Re-determination in 2011, a small portion of 
County Ditch 30 drainage area was moved into the Ditch 70 Drainage Basin

- Public Informational Meeting held Sept/14/2015

Currently: Ditch 30 is a combo Ditch consisting of open channels and portions 
of tile. The system is semi-functional but would benefit from some maintenance. 
As of May/31/2016 Ditch 30 has a maintenance fund at a value of -$1,029.24 
and it also has an outstanding loan balance of $3,327.35
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MAP
Original Ditch Map
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MAP
Proposed Benefitted Area
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MAP
Proposed Benefitted Area
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MAP
Actual Benefitted Area
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BACKGROUND ON DITCH 
VIEWING

Ditch Viewing Quick Facts:

• Ditch Viewing categorizes properties into two different land types (Agriculture 
and Lake Shore) (A,B,C,D Designation or Lake %) 

• Note: Some Parcels are represented in both land types
• Ditch Viewing is done by looking at properties using the Highest and Best 

Use Technique

• Note: The current use of a parcel is the Property Owners decision but it 
may not be viewed as that parcels Highest and Best Use 

• Ditch Viewing is done using a snap shot in time approach

• Note: For agricultural properties, commodity input/sales prices are taken 
at the point when the Viewers begin the Re-determination Process

• Benefits for each parcel are determined individually, then all those amounts 
are added together to give you the Total Benefit amount of that Drainage 
System 

• Note: A parcel’s benefit amount is then divided by the Total Drainage 
System Amount to come up with that particular parcels Ditch Percentage
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BACKGROUND ON DITCH 
VIEWING

Land Descriptions
* Before Ditch is in Place

• A Land: Standing Water or Cattails

• B Land: Seasonally Flooded/Pasture Land

• C Land: Generally farmable land with moderate crop potential

• D Land: Upland areas not specifically needing artificial drainage, with 
medium to high crop potential

*After Ditch is in Place
A Land: Drained Slough area with low to medium crop potential

B Land: Well drained ground with medium to high crop potential

C Land: Well drained ground with highest crop potential

D Land: Upland area with highest crop potential with improved 
farm-ability
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BACKGROUND ON DITCH 
VIEWING

Lake Lots are described as a percentage. The higher the percentage, needs 
the Ditch in place to prevent flooding on their property. While the lower 
percentage does not need the Ditch for flooding but is receiving benefit from 
the Ditch because it is handling the runoff from that property(Contribution).

This percentage is then applied to the Land Value for that Parcel.

EX: Land Value (200,000) X Ditch Percentage (50%) = 

Benefit for Parcel (100,000) 
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VIEWER’S REPORT
Ditch 30 Benefits
A Land Acres: 38.98 Benefit per Acre: $2,453.00

A Land Irrigated Acres: 1.21 Benefit per Acre: $3,702.00

B Land Acres: 261.96 Benefit per Acre: $937.00

B Land Irrigated Acres: 0.04 Benefit per Acre: $1,468.00

C Land Acres: 39.51 Benefit per Acre: $266.00

C Land Irrigated Acres: 0.00 Benefit per Acre: $453.00

D Land Acres: 1030.64 Benefit per Acre: $234.00

D Land Irrigated Acres: 185.32 Benefit per Acre: $312.00

Building Site Acres: 69.39 Benefit per Acre: $32.00

Tree Acres: 114.93 Benefit per Acre: $15.00

Grass Acres: 255.23 Benefit per Acre: $18.00

Lakeshore Benefit: $00.00   x  (Lakeshore %’s) :  $00.00 

• Area’s total Benefit:  $748,131.68

• 1907 Benefit: $4,550.00
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READING THE 
VIEWERS REPORT
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RECAP: 
WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED

•Ditch Proceedings: How County Ditches Work

•Re-determination: Was Done as part of the County Plan to Re-determine Benefits on all Ditches

•Reason for Hearing: Why are we here, Why was a Re-determination done

•History: Recent events and meetings

•Background on Ditch Viewing: How are properties viewed and looked at

•Viewer’s Report: How to read the Viewer’s Report

****Reading of any written comments****

•Main Item: This is the only time that these Benefit percentages 
can be changed until the next time a Re-determination is done,

•A Maintenance Assessment will be based off of your Benefit 
Percentage

•* Legal Discussion from the County Attorney David Hauser
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QUESTIONS AND 
COMMENTS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


